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Student Council

Independent ffection Monday
Coundl Changes Representation
An amendment changing representation on Student Council
will be voted on at the next Council meeting, then presented to
the student body at a general meeting. Approval by two-thirds of
the students will make this an official amendment to the Constitution.
At the last meeting final revisions of the amendment were discussed after president Norm Kansfield outlined the new representation. As proposed, the Council will include the class presidents,
four class representatives to be elected in connection with the
spring election of Council president and vice-president, and one
representative from each sorority and fraternity.
The Student Life Committee has been discussing problem areas
in the college. A sub-committee will begin work soon on an opinionaire designed to discover student opinions and values. This
should be useful both to the administration and. students.
In a report given on educational policies, the following courses
were announced as additions to the curriculum for next semester:
a one-hour physics class for advanced students, a three-hour family
life course, under the sociology department. There will also be a
revamping of the German courses, which Mr. Gerhart is working on.
To replace the vacancy left by Tom Wombwell, another independent representative will be elected the week after Thanksgiving
vacation. Independents are to be ready to sign petitions for the
men of their choice.
The Council discussed delegating the responsibility of planning all-college dances to any group wishing to sponsor one. Dr.
Lubbers will be asked to bring this before the Board of Trustees.
Under the plan, the Council social committee would have to approve the plans for each dance and would back it in terms of finances. This would provide a means of earning money for campus
groups.
New sorority members were introduced to the group. They
are: Mary Klein from Delphi, Gay DeYoung from Dorian, Bonnie
Wissink from Sibylline, Carole Hoeksma from Sorosis, and Carole
Moogle from Alpha Phi.
The Student Council minutes will now be published in quantity for distribution with the daily bulletins and placed in Van
Raalte Hall. This will give the student body the opportunity to see
what action has been taken at any Council meeting.

Spiritual Life Week
Presents New Thrust
New skins for new wine. . ."
a plea for relevancy as old as
the Bible itself, seems to be the
keynote for this year's approach
to Spiritual Life Week, a tradition at Hope College over fifteen
years old.
Spiritual Life Week at Hope
has traditionally been a week
set aside in the early spring for
particular emphasis on the relation of Christianity to the college mind. Believing that the
impact of such a program exceeds in potential what it has
been in practice, a corporate
student committee will initiate
this year a new thrust to begin
next week Thursday and Friday,
November 29 and 30 will be the
first of three two-day periods
centering on a visiting speaker,
and some aspect of a central
theme.
The Paulian text: "It is no
longer I that live, but Christ that
liveth in m e . . . " will form the
nucleus of the 1961 Spiritual
Life emphasis. The project will
radiate ifrom three focal points
throughout the year—in November, in January and in March.
Each will bear upon this theme
is some aspect, as applied to the
student, to the college campus,
or to the modern world.
Rev. Calvin Malefyt, minister
of the University Reformed
Church of the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor will be
the visiting figure to lead next
week's sessions.
The prominent questions in
this two-day period will relate to
the life of Christ in the individual, considering the nature of

a "transforming relationship"
and the question, How can one
attain ifellowship with God?"
On both mornings, the hour of
chapel services will be moved to
mid-morning, classes shortened,

•

Sophomore girls are hysterical moments after being announced winner of Nykerk Trophy.

Sophs Catch Nykerk Cup
High female screams and cries
of delight broke the tense silence
as Mistress of Ceremonies Mary
Fryling announced that the
Sophomore Class of 1964 was the
winner of the prized Nykerk Cup.
Sophomore Class Chairman Norie VandenBerg accepted the Cup
to climax the twenty-fifth Annual Nykerk Cup Contest, held
Saturday night, November 18. at
8:00 p.m. in the Civic Center.
Noteworthy performances by
both the .freshman and the sophomore classes entertained the eager audience. The sophomores
opened the program with the vocal selection, "Me and My Shadow,". directed by Marilyn Vander Wilt, a senior, and accompanied by Marcia Muyskens. Ann

Gardner and Nancy Herbig assisted Marilyn.
Freshman Orator Peggy Stearn
spoke on the subject "Positive
Power." She was coached by
Marcia Meengs, a junior.
"Girls Must Talk" was presented by the sophomores, coached by senior Sharon Norris and
Judy Sietsma, assisted by Sophomore Ruth DeBoer. The cast included Ann Knudsen, Jeanne
Ferb- Sandra Sissing, Lesley
Brower, Ellen Johnson, and Sherry Lowing.
Junior Jean Paduch directed
the freshman women in their
vocal number, "Bye Bye Blues".
She was assisted by Ginger Kryger, a freshman."
"Megaton Morality" was the

Faculty Nominates

Jean Broiler
Speaks Monday
Jean Bruller, who writes under the pseudonym "Vercors,"
will illustrate with colored slides
his account of an invitation by
the Chinese government to lecture in that country in 1953. His
visit is sponsored by the Hope
College French Department in
cooperation with Prof. Moored
Biever of Connecticut College,
New London, Conn.
Rev. Malefyt
and the alloted chapel time
lengthened. Afternoon conference periods will provide opportunity for interviews with
Rev. Malefyt, while faculty members will lead dormitory devotional periods and discussions in
every dorm in the evening.
Co-chairmen for the 1961
Spiritual Life program are seniors Janet Rietveld and Karel
Vander Lugt, while student committees have been planning since
early October for the various
areas of the effort.

In the morning Bruller will
speak to the sociology classes
of Dr. William Vander Lugt, and
in the evening address the faculty on "The Aesthetics of Revolt."
Bruller, who was president of
the Congress of French Writers
for four years, first came to the
United States in 1946. Since then
he has made extensive tours of
Yugoslavia, Russia and China.
Also distinguished as an inventor, Bruller's most successful
recent invention is "callichro-

rubject of the Sophomore Oration, presented by Linda Walvoord. She was coached by senior Mary Jane Veurink.
The Freshman play, "Beware
of Termintes," was coached by
Mary TenPas and Nancy Rees,
juniors, with the assistance of
Karen Dawkins- a freshman. The
cast included Carole Timkovich,
Dorel Grant, Billie Chain, Carolyn Quad, Joan Hommerson, and
Marcia Voigt.
Class chairmen were senior
Doris Taylor, junior Janet Hollander, and freshman Arlene
Deitz. Cindy Hill and Martha
Lootens handled publicity.
The "Arkie Three" and pianist Brian Dykstra entertained the
audience at intermission.

Wilson Fellowships
Nominations for Woodrow Wilson National Fellowships from
Hope campus have been made
recently by members of the
faculty. The Fellowship Foundation- established in 1945, provides financial aid to graduate
students who are considering
careers in college teaching,
especially in the humanities and
social sciences.
•
,
- £•$:

Jean Bruller
mie," a process by which pictures are reproduced with a
high degree of color precision.
A well-known French author
who served in the underground
during World War II will present a travelog based on his recent book,
"Divagations in
China," before students and the
public on Monday, November
27, at 4 p.m. in the Carley Room
in the Van Zoeren Library.

The Foundation seeks students
of outstanding promise and avails
aid to 1000 such students yearly. "It is significant that a student does not apply for Fellowship directly; he must previously
be nominated by a college faculty
member," commented Mr. Edward Wolters, Fellowship Publicity chairman at Hope. If accepted
as a nominee by a Foundation
committee, the candidate is invited for an interview.
Interviews for accepted candidates will be held in January, and
announcements of awards will be
made in March. Last year, one
Fellowship and two Honoraole
Mentions were granted to Hope
students.
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A Program of Special Interest to Hope Students

ser

Scholastic excellence was the theme of the
^
^^
today. As a part of the service a trophy was given to honor the
top sorority and fraternity in its scholastic achievement. It is fortunate that the learning which the Scholastic trophy represents
could be construed in a religious context.

Contemplating College Teaching as a Career

Hope college has been one of
six colleges in-Michigan chosen
to participate in this educational
The trophy has not been presented previously this semester
experiment. Dr. John Hollenbecause of the difficulty of planning months in advance the intebach. Academic Vice-President
gration of the presentation in a chapel service. The trophy^ could
of Hope, has been selected as
not be presented after chapel because of a ruling by the Religious
the Hope College institutional
Life Committee. The committee feels that chapel would not be as
representative. He will be workeffective with a break in spirit and thought by non-religious preing with the University and the
sentation.
other colleges (Albion, Alma,
If the chapel service is not the appropriate time to present
Calvin, Kalamazoo, and the Unievents which are considered worthwhile such as the presentation of
versity of Detroit) in (formulathe queen candidates at homecoming, or May Day, the presentation
ting the program.
of Blue Key members, or the presentation of the Scholastic Trophy,
Under this new program, stuwhen are they to be presented?
dents who are selected to parAs a footnote, this problem might be discussed in the Religious
ticipate will be given special opLife Committee and referred to the Student Life Committee, which
portunities and counseling to enwill refer the problem to the dean, who will return the responsibiUable them to examine college
ty to the Religious Life Committee. All parts will think that they
teaching as a career. They will
have functioned perfectly. However, the end result will be no
proceed rapidly and effectively
MtviMM • •
action because of beaucratic irresponsibility.
in the attainment of the graduate
degree necessary for embarkIf something is not done, either the Blue Key ceremony and the
ing upon a successful academic
likes will become chapel services or these worthwhile events will
career. Students who complete
be eliminated.
this program will be closer to
SE.E
a Ph. D.
The program at Michigan is
three-fold. First, the university
gjl
will work with the participating
It is an ironic fact that the more farmers a nation has, the
colleges in planning the first two
less food on its tables. About 75% of the population in underdevelyears of the three year program.
oped countries are engaged in agriculture, but more than half their
Second, the program at Michigan
people do not have enough to eat. In the modern, diversified econowill involve a number of departmy of the United States, one farm worker produces enough ior
ments in the College of Literahimself and 25 others. The harvest is far more than we use.
ture, Science, , and the Arts.
The approach of Thanksgiving brings this contrast sharply to
Three faculty members repremind. Our plenitude of food is foremost among the blessings for
senting the Humanities, the
which the nation acknowledges divine favor. Certainly, the spirit
Social Sciences, and the Sciences
of the holiday calls on us to share our abundance with those who
will devote approximately one
have too little. CARE's Food Crusade opens a way.
third of their time to the project.
Third, the university wants to
For this part of its work, CARE receives commodities from
take into serious account the preU. S. agricultural stockpiles. It buys other items, then balances
paration of junior college teachcosts so that every $1 donated delivers one package — typically,
ers, to staff the growing number
25 lbs. of food. The gifts reach hungry families and groups in 17
of community colleges.
countries of Asia, Europe, Latin America and the Middle East. The
A basic aim in undertaking this
donor's name and address go with each package, to make it a
program is the development of
personal offering from the people of America.
favorable attitude towards colA dollar is less than most Americans will spend for each perlege teaching. Recent research
son at the Thanksgiving table. It will put food for many persom,
studies show that most persons
for many meals, on empty tables across the world.
—CARE
have entered college teaching as
a career through chance rather
than careful planning. However,
an increasing number of colleges
have
been making notable conDear Editor:
^ ^„
In last week's Anchor, a letter to the editor attacked the failure tributions to the pool of college
Archibald MacLeish, Margaret Mead, and Linus Pauling are a
of the Student Council in its reapportionment, i.e., change to six teachers. It will therefore be the
few of the eminent speakers who appeared on the California Instiaim of the six colleges in this
tute of Technology's campus this past year. These speakers were members-at-large instead of two. The purpose of the change, as the
writer observed, is to restore a balanced representation. Because state cooperating with the Uninot brought to the campus by the administration but by a student
four society members and two independents were chosen irorn the versity of Michigan in this proorganization, the YMCA.
twenty applicants, the assumption was made that the method of gram to provide a similar imCal tech is a non Christian campus; i.e., it is not church sup- reapportionment was a failure.
^
...
, ..
. petus on their respective camThe writer gave two possibilities for the Council s election^ of
ported. Yet, the Y is active. Its activities include lectures on napuses.
While this program may not be
tional affairs, international affairs, and the arts, in addition to the the people selected from the twenty applications received. I think
both of the reasons help to tell why most of the new representaable to operate on a full scale
normal religious emphasis discussions.
tives were society members.
.,
.
,
for at least another year, Dr. HolThis report from Cal tech would seem to indicate that the Y is
First, he suggested that the "pro-society Council could not and lenbach and his colleagues are
functioning well by challenging the students with ideas and prowould not find leadership among the independents." If it seemed presently working to stimulate
grams that interest contemporary students. In other words, religion incongruous to him that four of the six selections were society meminterest in college teaching ais made meaningful by discussion of problems that beset man today. bers, it should have seemed more incongruous that of the non-freshThe newly founded SCA organization on this campus which men appUcants, the independents presented "far less than" their mong interested students. Durreplaced the Y, has made some steps forward by indirect appeal share. There were six independents representing 67% of the student ing the year, members of the
Hope faculty will be holding disthrough such experiences as the canoe trip. Further progress might body opposed to five society members representing 33%.
cussion panels in order to better
be made if the approach is made similar to the successful pro- •
Secondly, the writer said, "There possibly is little independent
inform interested students about
gram that the Y at Cal tech has.
leadership from which to pick." On the contrary, I believe the ina career in college teaching.
The problem is not this easy. It has yet to be discovered what dependent faction does possess leaders or potential leaders for these
At present, no changes will be
"candidacy at large" positions.
interests and excites the student body here beyond mandatory stumade
in the Hope curriculum
"Candidacy at large" is a term applied to such jobs as class
dies and necessary relaxation.
—G. W.
and Student Council offices, as well as Student Council member- in connection with the university
ship positions. It is an opportunity for any student with the ability program. However, all of the deand drive to take a position of leadership. As soon as the indepen- partments at the college are
dents present to the student body their 67% of the people with evaluating their curriculum ofthis drive and ability, I believe they can possess 67% of the repre- ferings in the light of the undergraduate -study required by a
sentation. As long as they continue the "far less than" policy, I
PRESS
think they'll have far less than their share of the representation. student participating in the three
Published weekly by and for the studenta of Hope College except
A revised Student Council constitution being prepared at pres- year program. Ideally, the two
year program at the underent will provide even more "at large" positions. When the new
during holiday and examination periods, under the authority constitution goes into effect, it would be gratifying to the "pro- graduate level should encourage
student body council," which is working for a more balanced repthe student to work independof the Student Council Publications Board.
resentation, to see the independents grasp their share, their 67%. ently on his own initiative, in
Entered as second class matter at the post office of Holland* MichYours,
preparation for work on the
DAVE MOUW
graduate level. Students will aligan, at a special rate of postage provided for in section HQS
so be encouraged to achieve
of Aot of Congress, October 8, 1917, and authoiiied October
facility in one foreign language
and work toward becoming adept
19, 1918.
in a second.
Gerry
Wdf
Through the Ford Foundation,
Editor
SCA Thanksgiving Service, 7:30 p.m.
November 21:
..Nancy
Sonneveldt
the University of Michigan and
Feature Editor
Kristin Blank November 22: Thanksgiving Vacation begins, 4:50 p.m.
News Editor....
Hope College are going to be
.Bob Kreunen
Sports Editor
able to ofifer a challenging and
Social Editors
Joan Dlephois, Ruth FUkema November 27: Thanksgiving Vacation ends, 8:00 a.m.
stimulating program of study for
German movie.
Copy Editor.
Beverly Joeckel
the student who is entertaining
French lecture, 4:00 p.m., Carley Room, library.
Proof Editor
Jfcn Rietveld
thoughts of pursuing a teaching
Cartoonist
—
J* Ellsworth November 29:
Spiritual Life Week, Chapel, 9:40 - 10:30 a.m.
career on the collegiate level.
Circulation Manager
—
A Vojak
IRC, 6:30 p.m., Phelps.
More detailed information may
Advertising A Business Manager
-Elmer Phall
be obtained about this program
Make-up Manager
-Dale ConkUn November 30:
Spiritual Life Week, Chapel, 9:40 - 10:30 a.m.
and college teaching in general
Reporters
JEUch Brand, Billie Chain, Carol Timkovich,
Debate meeting, 7:00 p.m., VR 303.
at Dr. Hollenbach's office in Van
Jo Ann DeNoble, Paul Hesselink, Dave Bach, A. Prim, Ann
Basketball
game
at
Concordia
College.
Raalte Hall.
December 1:
Kohlman, Esther Harpham, Paul Lucas, Jean Ferb.
by Justine Ann Dakin
The demand ior more qualified
people to enter the teaching profession increases each year, as
more students enter our public
and private schools and eventually seek college education. In
an effort to stimulate greater
interest among students on the
undergraduate college level in

entering college teaching as a
full time profession, the Ford
Foundation has made a grant to
the University of Michigan. This
grant will establish a unique
program designed to integrate
the last two college years with
the first graduate year of study,
resulting in a Master of Arts degree.
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Committee Plans Hope's
Future For Next 10 Years

BQQMw
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Left to right are Slater personnel Pat Ashwood, Ken Holleman,
Linda Nillson, Paul Hansford, Pat Francis, and Dave Dunn,
dressed in costumes from the 'gay nineties* as something different for all boarding students last week.

Projecting plans for Hope ten
>ears into the future, a new committee composed of faculty and
administrative members has begun tedious research concerning
plans for Hope's coming years.
The committee will first review
in detail and evaluate the past
ten years in order to base
suggestions on previous experience and present expectations.
Dr. Lubbers stated that the
members of the comrtiittee have
each received special assignments to investigate the needs
and individual plans of each de-

partment. Each committee member is to draw varied ideas and
opinions from faculty members
associated with his particular
field. Over-all topics for consideration include enrollment problems, curriculum development,
changes in teaching methods,
physical needs and new buildings, and of chief concern, financial support for the proposed
program. The primary objective
of a fund drive would be to increase sources of scholarship
money.
Future students applying to

Hope will benefit greatly from
the success of this program designed to make college financially available for all. Funds received from outside sources will
be used to provide aid to students who would otherwise be
unable to attend college. An incentive .for donors should result
from this new goal since a contributor will see his money being used directly for student
benefit in actual personal aid
rather than in the construction of
a building which is solely long
range assistance.
Dr. Lubbers, Dr. De Graaf,
Dr. Dykstra, Dr. Elliot, Dean
Harvey, Dr. Hollenbach, Dr.
Kleinheksel, Dean Reeverts, Mr.
Steffens, Dean Vander Lugt, Mr.
Visscher, and Dr. Weller compose this new committee.

World News Commentary
New Psychology
Laboratory
I.R.C. Features
Strengthens interest
''Unions' Nov. 29
by Richard Brand

(SD. NOTE) All items marked
UPI are furnished courtesy of
The Holland Evening Sentinel,
United Press International news
v/ire service.
(CONGO) Vice P r e m i e r
Antoine Gezenga, political heir
to the slain Patrice Lumumba,
by Kathleen Verduin
was reported to have opened a
Who would have thought that the respectable-looking house on
rebel movement against the
Twelfth and College had rats in the cellar?
It's quite true, however, since the building in question houses United Nations-supported central government of the Congo.
Hope's psychology department.
Rebellious
Congolese soldier had
Although by no means a pioneer in the field of experimental
mutinied against the central
psychology, Hope now has a laboratory which, according to Progovernment in two cities.
fessor F. Phillip Van Eyl, is on a par with that of any American
(UNITED NATIONS) v Acting
college of Hope's size, and a better one, in fact, than many graduU.N. Secretary-General Thant
ate schools can offer.
These greatly improved facilities were nearly non-existent until ordered the U. N. forces to take
every measure possible to relast summer, when the basement of the psychology department
building was newly equipped with an up-to-date layout: three
store order in the Congo. The
scientifically lighted, acoustically tiled, general purpose experimental Security Council met to discuss
rooms, a seminar room, a workshop, an animal room which has
a resolution calling for a force
a capacity of some eighty rats, and a one-time coal bin whose to eject mercenaries from the
foot-thick brick walls makes it ideal for special perceptual experiviolence-torn African nation.
ments.
(UPI SPECIAL) Speculation
"Many people don't realize that psychology is not only conhas been raised that the Russian
cerned with Freud, hypnosis, and split personalities/' Mr. Van Eyl super bombs have been comparaexplained, but with normal people, and the ways they learn, pertively free of radioactive fallout.
ceive, and are motivated.
—Joseph L. Myler, UPI expert on
"To develop a theory is fine but no theory must ever be acatomic science, theorized in a
cepted point-blank. It must be proved valid by experimentation. special dispatch on the Soviet
There is at present more of a demand for new data and ideas; this
"Monster Bombs" and fallout.
is being stressed in graduate schools. Hope's new psychology courses
A dispatch .from London reportnow enable me to share my personal interest in experimental
ed that the Red Chinese, in a
psychology with the students."
determined
drive .for
world
Mr. Van Eyl went on to say that while the new lab rooms are
, .
.
available to any psychology students, they will most frequently Power status, are pushing an inbe used by students from "Experimental Psychology," a course in
dependent nuclear project in
atomic
which private study and research are no longer merely optional. hopes of building ar
The special rooms will virtually eliminate distractions, and students bomb by 1962.
(WASHINGTON) Secretary of
will also have the advantage of a specially equipped room for
State Dean Rusk met with Britanimals.
ish and French officials on BerThe aims of the experimental psychology course, as outlined
lin
by Mr. Van Eyl, are to approach the study of psychology more
' Southeast Asia and other
rigorously and scientifically, and to gain a sense of being a part of ' trouble spots. No new developpsychology, thus developing a greater appreciation of what others ments have been made toward
have accomplished. A new course in research psychology is tenta-- settlement.
tively scheduled for next semester for advanced students upon sat(UNITED NATIONS) Russia
isfactory completion of the Experimental Psychology course.
called for a disarmament treaty
by June for submission to special
U. N. session; Stevenson said
there was nothing new in the
proposal.
(WASHINGTON)
A study
prepared for Congressional Committee said that the U.S. and its
The cast for the Little Theatre's Richard Bennink; Aslaken, Al- allies are forfeiting in the ecothird major production, Henrik bert Nicolai; Kiil, Bruce Gillies; nomic cold war.
Ibsen's An Enemy of the People Horster, Larry Haverkamp; MorA special presidential commitincludes Dr. Stockman, Lew
tes
set out to help get jobs for
ten, Dirck deVelder; Ejlif, James
Schudder; Peter Stockman, Carl
Howell; Drunk, Don Kardux; nearly one million persons under
Benes; Katherin Stockman, Julie Nansen, John Draper; Sora, Bon21.
Blough; Petra, Lesley Brower;
An Industrial Union Departnie Peddie; and Helvig, Ruth DeHovstad, Bob Jaehning; Billing, Boer.
ment convention opened to renew internal AFL-CIO battle.
The play will be presented
(PARIS) U.S. called on the
January 18, 19, and 20.

Pallete & Mask Announces Cast
^For'Enemy of the People"

German Club Holds

For the third semester in a
row, the Cosmopolitan fraternitty received first place in
competition for the Scholastic Trophy with an average
of 2.76. The Arcadian fraternity was runner-up with a
2.72 average.

7

Mai Evans, Assistant Director
of Education of the International
Union of United Automobile
Workers, will be the speaker at
the IRC meeting to be held November 29, at 6:30 p.m. in Phelps
Conference Room.
Mr. Evans will speak on the
Problems of Labor, and the role
of his organization in Latin
America. At present, Mr. Evans
is in Mexico.

College Graduates TRAINING PROGRAMS LEADING TO
INTERESTING CAREER POSITIONS
O f f e r e d By

THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
STARTING ANNUAL SALARIES

$5,282.64 — $5,474.96
AREAS*
Administrative Analyst
Chemistry
Economic Research
Employment Counseling
Forestry
Game and Fish Biology
Geology
Highway Planning
Institutional Management
Insurance Examining
Biometrics

Land Appraisal
Library Science
Mathematics
Parole and Probation
Personal Methods
Personal Technical Processing
Physics
Property Appraising
Psychiatric Social W o r k
Psychology
Right of W a y Buying

Michigan Civil Service is now recruiting applicants for
its current examination program. Trainee positions involving intensive on-the-job development programs will
be filled from this examination.
Applicants must be college graduates by August 1962.
Variations in majors required according to class. Applicants must submit transcripts for their college credits
with their applications where indicated on the announcement.
Write for applications for examination before DECEMBER 4, 1961, to the M I C H I G A N CIVIL SERVICE
COMMISSION, LANSING 13, M IC H IG A N .

VANDENBERG JEWELRY

Monthly Meeting
The German Club held its
monthly meeting last Thursday
night in the Juliana Room at
7:00. For the program, Ingrid von
Reitzenstein, Hans Geilhufe, and
Dr. Megow discussed the topic
"Thanksgiving in Germany."
After this interesting discussion
in German, the group enjoyed
singing German songs. Refreshments were served.

west to boost economic output
by 507r to meet the new Russian
challenge.
(BONHAM, TEXAS) House
Speaker Sam Rayburn is dead.
(MANILA)
Vice President
Macapagal's campaign manager
claimed the election victory;
Garcia apparently retained control of their congress.
(FINLAND) Finland calmly
prepared for parliamentary elections. Finland hopes that this
will show Russia they present
no threat.
(CHICAGO) Federal Court
dismissed charges against the top
communist Claude Lightfoot on
"Reluctant" motion by the Justice Department.

BENEFITS AVAILABLE T O S T A T E OF M I C H I G A N
EMPLOYEES:

DIAMONDS and WATCHES
210 College Ave.

Phone CX 4-8810
Pay rates in line with those of other employees

Are You And Your Hair Style Compatible?

Regular salary increases
Promotional opportunities

Call EX 2 - 3 3 7 2 for Expert Hair Styling

Group insurance program

ARCADE BEAUTI LOUNGE

Longevity pay

7 8 8 Columbia Avenue
HOURS:
Tuesday, Friday, Saturday
Wednesday and Thursday
.

(This salon owned and operated by a member of
Fashion Committee — your guarantee of excellence)

Liberal annual and sick leave provisions. (Payment of
50% of earned sick leave on retirement or death.

8:30 - 5:00
8:30 - 9:00
the Michigan

N o limit o n sick leave accrual.)
Hair

COEDS m DOES YOUR COIFFURE LOOK BEST FOR THE
CASUAL AS WELL AS THE MOST IMPORTANT OCCASION?

Unemployment compensation
Excellent retirement
benefits.

plan

including

social

security

Social Highlights
Hi again,
Fraternity Rush is about over, and now we are awaiting
the results. This business sure is exciting. Let us take a look at
fraternities and sororities.
KAPPA ETA NU
The annual Gold Rush Party made a crashing success last
Saturday night. The Knickerbocker house was decorated to represent the old-time saloon. In the basement various mine shafts
became a point of interest. Upon entrance, each couple was given money to use at the unavoidable roulette wheels, the attractive dice games, or card playing tables. The contrast of western
costumes also brought out the theme of the party. The entertainment consisted of John Burggraaff, Bruce Roe and Al Dibble
providing music, and a line of dancing chorus girls.

Notional College Queen Contest
Seeks Academic Ability and Beauty
One of our students, here on
this campus, could be the next
National College Queen.
The annual search is on to
select and to honor "the nation's most outstanding college
girl." She will be intelligent, attractive, and will typify collegiate women throughout America.
She will receive a trip to Europe as one of her prizes. She
will also win an automobile, a
diamond ring, and many other
awards.
This week marks the stait of

the 8th Annual National College Queen Contest. All undergraduate girls, from freshmen
through and including seniors,
are eligible. You merely apply
for a free entry blank. For seven years, other colleges and
universities across the nation
have won honors by having
their candidates compete. The
time has come for one of our
students to bring home the top
title.
Judging is based on each girl's
scholastic accomplishments as

Numbers Racket
Comes to Campus

Knickerbockers enjoy themselves at the Playboy Party.
SIGMA IOTA BETA
The Sibylline Sorority held a short business meeting last
Friday evening at which two important elections were held.
Shirley Harmelink was elected Senior Pan-Hel representative,
and Jean Louret will be the chairman for the annual winter
Jormal. Sibylline Alumna Nancy Malstrom, who is at present an
elementary school teacher in New Jersey, honored the sorority
with her presence.
KAPPA BETA PHI
The past couple of weeks the Dorians have had two interesting trips to other countries. The first trip was to India through
slides shown by Dorian Alumni Mrs. Jack De Valois. In the
De Valois home, itself, were displayed many pieces of hand carved furniture. Last week Mitzi Kubo and Penny Adams took the
Dorians to Mexico, also through slides. Both girls spent the summer studying in Mexico City. Congratulations are extended to
Mary Whitlock and Robert de Forest ('59) on their recent engagement.
CHI PHI SIGMA
The Arcadian Fraternity held its third annual "Around The
World" house party last Friday night. Nearly seventy-five couples
wore costumes representing various countries. Among the features at the party were a German band, a gambling casino, a
fortune telling booth, and a Mexican pinata. Saturday the actives
and rushees traveled in a body to the football game in Kalamazoo.

The second best way to be "in
the know" about all-campus
activities (first way being the
Anchor, of course) is by telephone!
That's right. Dial EXport 68464 if you're skeptical. You'll
hear a recorded message telling
about today's events on campus.
If you've forgotten the time or
place for which a certain activity
is scheduled, just dial the above
number and find out.
This new service to students
and the general public is operated by the Public Relations Office, and anyone desiring to have
information relayed by this medium may contact the office in
Mandeville Cottage.

Thanksgiving Service
in Seminary Chapel

Paul Armstrong and Mike "cigarette girl" Ferrel keep the
Las Vegas Party of Cosmopolitans jumping.
PHI KAPPA ALPHA
The Cosmopolitan fraternity ended its rushing season with
two events. At the Smoker, former Pittsburgh Steeler, Eugene
Slepp, who is now a minister in Grand Rapids, challenged the
men of PKA to lead richer and more meaningful lives. On
Saturday night, Holland, Mich, was ranked with the nationally
famous Las Vegas, as the Cosmos, Rushees, and dates were entertained at the Las Vegas Party. Guns, however, had to be
checked at the door. Tonight, the men of Cosmopolitan have
extended an invitation to the men of the Fraternal Society to
hear Mr. George Van Peursem, chairman of the Republican party in Michigan.
DELTA PHI
Preceded by devotions and a brief business meeting, a short
skit, entitled "The Shoetree," was presented Friday night by
Delphis Barbara Walvoord, Judy Sietsma, Mary Fryling, Mary
Gouwens, Linda Walvoord, and Janet Rietveld. Then, as the new
Delphis joined hands with their older sisters, all joined in singing the Delphi Hymn. Delta Phi would like to extend best wishes
to Delphi Judy De Witt on her recent engagement to Tom
Aardema (Cosmo '61).
OMICRON KAPPA EPSBLON
- The final literary meeting of the *61 rushing season was led
by guest speaker Officer Leonard Ver Schure of the Holland
Police Department. Mr. Ver Schure lectured on aspects of mob
psychology and displayed several weapons confiscated during
raids. The final rushing' activity was a combined basketball
game and stag party on Saturday. The pinning of Frater Jerry
Nieusma to Judy Sinke was announced.
ALPHA GAMMA PHI
Betty Cooper and Chris Ferruzi gave an interesting program
at the literary meeting last Friday evening. Betty gave excerpts
of poems about Thanksgiving and Chris gave devotions.

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

BY 0. E. SCHOEFFLER, ESQUIRE'S Fashion Director

i
. . . •
This Fall's fashion note in campus sportswear is one of bright,
fresh approaches to traditional stylings. You'll find smart looking
sportswear in a wide range of colors, fabrics and styles suitable
for classrooms, campus and for casual dates. Here's a rundown on
some of the newest and newsier items in casual campus a t t i r e . . .
'

A MODERN SLANT ALONG TRADITIONAL
LINES.. • this natural shoulder brown Donegal
tweed jacket is the epitome of casual elegance.
It's an infallibly correct sport coat specked with
flecks of green, olive and yellow and buttoned in
leather.

Nykerk Breakfast
Precedes Big Night
Clicking of cups and saucers
was heard early Saturday morning in the Juliana Room as
hundreds of eager Hope coeds
enjoyed the Nykerk Breakfast.
Greeting the girls were plenty
of rolls and hot coffee to start
off the excitement of the day.
Freshman girls held their
breakfast at 8:00 a.m. with the
junior girls as their supporters.
Jan Hollander gave a pep talk
to the Frosh, and Lynn Adams
a humor paper.
One hour later, the sophomore
girls accompanied by the senior
girls piled into the Juliana Room.
Senior Doris Taylor gave the pep
talk, and sophomore Julie Blough
gave the humor paper.
Karen Crandle and Judy Pessek were general chairmen for
the breakefast.

A Thanksgiving Service will
be held in the Seminary Chapel
tonight, at 7:30 p.m. sponsored
by the Student Christian Association. Dr. Simon De Vries, new to
the faculty this year, will be the
speaker. He is associate professor of Bible and Religion at Hope
College as well at a teacher at
Western Theological Seminary.
S U P E R I O R

well as her appearance. Regional winners will receive a trip
to New York City, where the
1962 National College Queen Pageant will be held next June.
The entire Pageant will be a
highlight of the "New York Is
A Summer Festival" celebration, sponsored by the New York
Convention and Visitors Bureau.
To enter, just write to: National College Queen Contest
Committee, Suite 1606, Paramount Building, 1601 Broadway,
New York 36, New York.

A BLAZING TWOSOME...

this striking duo
really lights up the campus fashion scene. A
blazer striped hopsacking wool jacket in three
favorite campus colors—blue, tiger, and olive, is
worn with a grey long sleeve turtle neck pullover.

HARRIS TWEED: ALWAYS POPULAR
AND INCREASINGLY VERSATILE...
large glen plaid checked sport coats in
heavier weaves will have an elegant but
casual "country gentlemen" look; also
check lighter weight Harris tweeds in
jaunty olive plaids, and olive and black
checks.

THE CAMELS ARE COMING...or
rather returning to the campus scene.
New camel's hair jackets are tailored with
natural shoulders, straight-hanging lines,
patch chest, lower flap pockets and center
vent. A striking camel's hair cardigan
sweater merits your special attention, it's
smart and luxurious looking, in the natural camel shade with leather buttons
and side vents.

SPEAKING OF SWEATERS.. , they're
increasingly high spirited. A dashing V
neck pullover in strong blazer stripes of
blue, chianti and olive should be noted.
The classic crew neck has become more
colorful. Models will be seen with cross
and vertical stripes and subtle tiger and
grape tone accents.

SLACKS, SLACKS AND MORE SLACKS..

Table Tennis

• dark greys and dark
olives predominate, fabrics are flannels, worsted flannels, smooth
finished worsteds, blends of miracle fibres and w o o l . . . and all are
hard wearing,

Sweat Sox

BUTTON DOWN SHIRTS are brightened up by tattersdU

SPORT

STORE

^

Tennis

*

Golf

^

Basketball

^

Archery

^

Skating

^

Trophies

Holland's
Athletic
Headquarters
*#########»#############»»#####«

checks,
in red, black, and yellow; hold checks in fresh combinations of olive
and blue tones. Note batik pfint button downs; you'll find these in
pullover styles in the increasingly popular color combination of
olive and blue.

SPORT HATS

are rakish, soft textured
and fuzzy finished. They'll be styled with
a deep nap, narrow brim and will feature
wool cord band and pinched telescoped
crown.

HI RISERS: A "SHOE IN" FOR CASUAL CAMPUS FOOTWEAR
HONORS — Look for brushed leather hi risers and chukka boots
in olive, natural tan, brown, and black to be very popular. These
soft, pliant, comfortable shoes have a look of sporty fashion; provide warmth without weight. Smart argyle spaced plaids should
keep you well socked in patterns and colors to coordinate with your
sports wardrobe.
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Exchange Column

Students Interests Range
n
From Peace Corps To "Twist
by Dick Emmert
The Peace Corps seems to appeal to the nation's college students, for we find in many college newspapers a great inter-

est displayed, not only in reports
of its progress, but also in editorials, letters to the editor, etc.
The "Daily Northwestern" of
Northwestern University, reports

Historical Note
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, President of the College, was feted at a
surprise birthday party in the Kletz last Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Lubbers is on his right.
Faculty and staff members opened the festivities with a rendition of "Happy Birthday, dear Irwin" and then settled down to
enjoy the large birthday cakc provided for the occasion.

Lincoln Proclaimed Thanksgiving
A National Holiday October 3,1863

Students And Professors
V i e w Teaching Life
About forty would-be college
teachers got some first-hand information last Tuesday evening
concerning the kind o-f life a
vocation in this field can offer.
A panel composed of Miss
Protheroe, Dr. DeHaan, and Dr.
Brink, with Dr. Hollenbach as
moderator, gave their f r a n k and
personal views on such topics as
preparation for college teaching,

the rewards and satisfactions of
being a teacher, and the demands
and opportunities connected with
college teaching as a way of life.
Dr. Hollenbach plans to continue these discussion sessions
with students who are interested
in this career field. The next
meeting will deal with college
teaching as compared w i t h
secondary school teaching.

There seems to have been little recognition of the part which
Abraham Lincoln played in nationalizing Thanksgiving Day,
yet in the year 1863 he captured
the New
England
spirit
of
"fruitful fields and healthful
skies" and incorporated it in a
proclamation which designated
the first annual n a t i o n a l
Thanksgiving Day.
On October 3, 1863 Lincoln
issued a Presidential proclamation setting aside the last Thursday of November as a day of
thanksgiving, according to Dr.
R. Gerald McMurray, director of
The Lincoln National Life Foun-

dation, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
This day was designated because
it is the last feast day prior to
the observance of Advent by the
Churches of America. Lincoln
repeated his act in 1864 and
every year since then, the President of the United States has
issued a proclamation establishing a Thanksgiving in November.
According to Dr. McMurray,
prior to 1863, only two Presidential p r o c l a m a t i o n s for
Thanksgiving observance had
been issued — one by George
Washington in 1789 and
the
other by James Madison in 1815.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: LOREN GERGENS
ommending advanced Bell System products and services.
Loren Gergens of Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Company, and the other young men like him in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country, help
make your communications service the finest in the world.

Three years ago he was an economics major in college.
Today he is a salesman introducing Bell System products
and services to business executives. Loren Gergens and
his sales stall have improved the communications elficiency
of many firms by analyzing their operations and rec-

Jl

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
TEl£PHON£ MAN-Of-THE MONTH

"A program of recommended
courses for students interested
in overseas careers, particularly
the Peace Corps . . . ." The
courses include history of American government, politics, foreign
policy, studies of Africa, Asia,
and Latin America and basic
geography.
At Michigan Tech recently,
the district representatives for
the Peace Corps addressed an
open assembly. The representative, Mr. Paul Worthington,
spoke mainly on Peace Corps as
an organization, its purpose and
the jobs t h a t faced its volunteers. Mr. Worthington also visited Calvin College.
"Briefly, what is your opinion of the Albion college male
student in regard to maturity,
personality, manners and intelligence?" This question was used
in a poll recently taken of the
coeds at Albion College. The
fellas faired pretty well as f a r
as their personality, manners
and intelligence went, but when
it came to maturity 47% of the
girls interviewed felt the fellas
were below average and only
13% felt that they were above
average. This makes one w o n der what Hope's fairer sex
thinks of the better half!
Students at Oberlin College
have petitioned the administration for a revision of proposed
plans for new dormitories. The
students felt they had not had
an adequate opportunity to e x press their views on the housing.
The administration has agreed
to listen to a student committee on the matter.
Comedian Mort Sahl, who is
widely known as a night club
performer, recently was featured
at Northwestern's Homecoming.
The Brothers Four appeared
at Central Michigan University
for a two-hour concert on November 4.
University of Kansas students
had some remarks for the record
about the new national pasttime,
the "Twist": "As long as a person doesn't have an ulterior m o tive, I guess it's all right;" I
think it's obnoxious!;" "I think
it's quite inviting . . . if you
like that sort of thing;" "It
really takes a whole lot of intelligence and coordination."

Piano Students
Meet Bi-weekly
Fourteen of Mr. Anthony Kooiker's piano students are meeting
together every other Tuesday
afternoon for informal class
recitals.
Mr. Kooiker has planned these
meetings as an opportunity for
the students to improve their
own performing abilities both by
playing frequently for others and
by hearing other students perform.

EBELINK FLORIST
238 River Avenue
Phone EX 2-9496
'Flowers for Every O c c a s i o n "

».
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
Record and Music
Headquarters
17 W. 8th St.
Phone EX 6-6583

FOR YOUR
NEW FOOTWEAR NEEDS
Try

BORR'S
BOOTER Y
»#################»####»#»»»»»<
/

•
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Shaffer Cops Cross - Country Crown
Travels To Wheaton For
NCAA Small College Meet

Athlete's Feat

by Bob Kreunen

With last Saturday's 42-12 loss to Kalamazoo College, Hope's
football team completed one of its most disastrous seasons ever.
Without question, there are many explanations for this year's
footbalj debacle, but there is no denying that one of the things
that hurt the Dutch was a woeful lack of experienced linemen.
Because of various academic and non-academic ineligibilities
the Dutch were left without experienced personnel in both the
offensive and defensive lines and, consequently, were forced to
play freshmen and sophomores in a great many instances. Regardless of how much ability a player may possess, college
football is complex enough so that it cannot v be learned overnight and, as trite as it may seem, there is just no substitute for
experience.
Another thing that proved to be very detrimental to the
Hope cause was an injury to Captain Sharky Vander Woude.
Sharky was injured in the Albion game and never recovered
completely. Admittedly, the Hope defense was built around
Sharky, and when he was unable to play, the defensive team
was considerably weakened until it eventually collapsed. (Adrian and Kalamazoo amassed a total of 77 points in the last two
games.)
Just as a team that is riding the crest of a long winning
streak is affected by an increasing momentum with each victory,
a team that is in the throes of an extended losing streak is subjected to a negative momentum with each defeat. In other
words, each time a team loses another game, it becomes increasingly harder to win the next one. Although this was merely a
contributing factor to the problems that confronted the Dutch
this year, it is nevertheless still one of the reasons for the 0-7
record.
Compared to the 7-2, 8-1, 7-2, and 5-4 records of the past
four years this season's 0-7 mark seems unbelievably pathetic.
However, it should be pointed out that a demise in football fortunes such as Hope experienced this year is not uncommon. Two
years ago Hope's baseball team was subjected to a similar fate
as they tumbled from a tie for the conference championship in
1959 to a tie for last place in 1960. However just as teams fall
from the top to the bottom, it is just as true that they have a
way of climbing back to the top, as has been evidenced by
Olivet College in the MIAA. In other words, athletic teams will
run in a cycle from good to bad and then back to good again.
Hope s football teams have had some good years in the past
and have now had one bad one. There undoubtedly will be more
good years in the future, maybe as soon as next year.

Kazoo Stomps Hope
42-12 Loss Leaves Dutchmen
In the Cellar with 0 - 7 Record
Hope College's football team,
playing their final MIAA game
of the season, lost to Kalamazoo, 42-12 at Angell Field last
Saturday. The loss was Hope's
seventh, making this the first
season in the history of the college in which Hope has never
won a football game.
Kalamazoo scored first as Don
LeDuc took a pitchout from Jim
Harkema with 11:55 left in the
first quarter. Later in the quarter Kalamazoo scored again on
a five yard pass as Harkema
aerialed to John Persons. Jim
Smith converted twice.
With Klamazoo leading 14-0,
Hope scored its first touchdown
on a 29-yard pass from Cal
Poppink to Dale Schoon with
9:46 left in the half. Neil Goodrich, who had injured his leg on
the kickoff, injured it again as
he tried the extra point which
failed.

ma to Dan Pell. Smith again
converted. Then, with 7:44 left
in the ' third
quarter, Dale
Schoon caught his second touchdown pass for Hope on a fouryarder from Jim Bultman climaxing a 64-yard drive.
Hope's drive was followed by
a Kalamazoo march climaxed
when Lode drove home for the
two final yards with 2:44 left
in the third quarter. Bob^Shillisky caught an aerial from Harkema for the two extra points
making the score 34-12.
Norm Young drove five yards
for the final Kalamazoo touchdown with 9:03 left in the game.
Smith's attempted conversion
missed.
Hope, aided by 30 yards in
personal foul penalties, got to
the Kalamazoo 18 yard line late
in the game, but failed to get
a first down.

After an exchange of downs,
Jim Schuck fumbled a Kalamazoo punt on the Dutch 10 and
the ball skirted into the end
zone where Eglis Lode fell on it
for the Hornet's third touchdown.
Smith converted to give Kalamazoo a 21-6 halftime lead.

A total of 205 yards were
marked off in penalties, 105
against Kalamazoo. Four players
were ejected from play for fighting, two from each team. The
game ended in a "rhubarb"
which lasted well after the game
was over.

In the second half, Kalamazoo
scored a fourth touchdown on a
20-yard pass-play from Harke-

Hope's captain, Sharky Vander Woude was not able to play
because of a leg injury.

Sherri Shaffer, captain of the
Hope cross-country squad, blazed
his way to a first-place finish at
the MIAA conference meet last
Tuesday. His time over the boggy
course at Olivet was 22:50. In
this meet, Sherri outran Calvin's
Ray Hommes, who copped first
place in an earlier Hope-Calvin
meet. Because of his finish, Sherr r ran at the NCAA small college cross-country meet held at
Wheaton last Saturday. Hommes
and Bierling of Calvin also went.
Scoring 24 points, Calvin's balanced team took first place in
the meet. Kalamazoo College was

Sherr

Final MIAA Standings
W L
0
Albion
5
1
Olivet
4
l
Kalamazoo
3
2
3
Alma
2
4
Adrian
1
Hope
0
5

A&W ROOT BEER
Golden Fried __
V2 CHICKEN 9 7 c
Served with C m p French Fries
Tangy Cole Slaw • Dinner Roll & Honey

Dutch Basketball
Squad Shapes Up
by Dan Harmeling
Sparked by Ek Buys, this
College. The M.I.A.A. conferyear's captain, and the hard-toence
is a tough one. Last year
stop shooting of Jim Vanderhill,
Hope finished in a third-place
the Dutchman will open the 61-62
tie with a record of 9 wins and
basketball season December 1.
5 loses. The overall record for
Already the team has put in
1960-61 was 13 wins and 9 loses.
two and a half weeks of practice
for the tough schedule of games
,
Although Bill Vanderjpilt, last
ahead. The first two games are
year's team captain and leading
away from home, but on Wedrebounder, has graduated, Ek
nesday night, December 6, the
Buys is back after missing most
Dutchmen host Wheaton, a team
of last season because of a badly
that always presents stiff comsprained ankle. He was the
petition. Each team won a game
team's top defensive rebounder
in last year's two-game series.
until injured, and DeVette is very
With two weeks of practice to
optimistic about the aid Buys
go before the first game the
will give the team both offenroster so far consists of: Captain
sively and defensively. Jim VanEk Buys, 6'4" senior; Jim Hessder Hill, last year's leading
link, 6'1" senior; Jerry Hesslink,
scorer, is back, as well as another
6'!" senior; Jim VanderHill,
first stringer from last year. Glen
6'3" junior; Gary Nederveld, 6'Van Wieren.
5" junior; Dale Scheerhorn, 6'0"
junior; Glen Van Wieren, 6'1"
Although it is too early to tell
sophomore; and Ron Venhuizen,
about various team strengths and
6'0" sophomore.
weaknesses, there is a definite
Coming up from the Jayvees lack of height which is sure to
are Ron TeBeest, 6'3" sophomore, hamper the rebounding. Coach
Art Kramer, 5'10" sophomore; DeVette hopes to counter-act this
and Gig Korver, 6'2" sophomore. with a tight defense and a good
No freshman are on the roster, ball handling on offense.
although some will be brought
With the new strategy, not as
up if Coach DeVette feels they
many
shots will be attempted
would be of use to the Varsity.
and consequently, there will not
Coach DeVette feels this squad
be as many opportunities for opwill shape up into another win,
ning basketball team for Hope posing team rebounds.

Eat In Your Car — It Isn't Far To—

FINAL MIAA STANDINGS

RUSS'
DRIVE-IN
CAR OR INSIDE SERVICE
ALL-STEAK HAMBURGS

Portraits — Weddings
Prom Color Formats
(Price Li$t Sent On Request)

HOLLAND PHOTOGRAPHY
535 Douglas Ave.

EX 4 - 4 9 7 2

Official College Photographer Since 1958

MODEL LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
Free Pickup and Delivery To All Dorms And
Fraternity Houses
DAILY PICKUP and DELIVERY

POST'S BARBER SHOP

AT KOLLEN HALL—5:30 P.M.
9 7 East 8th Street

Team
Calvin
Albion
Kalamazoo
Hope
Adrian
Alma
Olivet

Meet
12
10
8
6
3
2
1

Dual
Meet Total
12
8
10
6
4 '
2
0

24
18
18
12
7
4
1

Cross Country
Squad Improves
On '60 Record
The 1961 edition of the Hope
College cross-country squad bettered the record of the 1960
team, winning four meets and
losing five in regular season. The
1960 record was two wins and
seven losses. In MIAA competition, the Hope harriers raised
themselves from sixth to fourth.
This year, the team won three
and lost three conference meets,
as opposed to last year's record
of one win and six losses in conference competition.
The Hope runners lost their
last regular meet to Kalamazoo
20-42. Shaffer was first; his
time was 21:59. Dave Maris
placed eighth, and Mike Laughlin came in tenth. Vern Sterk
was eleventh, Bruce Welmers
ifinished twelfth, Al Hoffman
placed fifteenth, and Al Osman
was eighteenth.
Hope captain Sherri Shaffer
made an impressive record this
year. At the meet with Aquinas,
he set a record of 20:38 for the
course at the American Legion
Country Club. In regular competition, Sherri won eight out of
nine events, losing only to Ray
Hommes of Calvin. Shaffer
edged out Hommes for first place
at the MIAA meet. Now a senior,
Sherri transfered to Hope from
Western Michigan last year but
was ineligible to run.

WE NEED YOUR HEAD I N
OUR BUSINESS
Three Barbers
331 College Ave.

Bruce Welmers, the second
Hope man across the finish line,
came in thirteenth. Al Hoffman
finished 20th, while Mike Laughlin placed 24th. Vern Sterk was
30th, Dave Maris placed 33rd,
and Al Osman was 44th.

MIAA

Scores From Last Week's Games
Albion 35, Adrian 17
Olivet 26, Alma 6
Kalamazoo 42, Hope 12

second with 47 points, while
Albion tallied 78 for third place.
Hope was fourth with 88, followed by Adrian, 141; Alma, 154;
and Olivet, 181.

Phone EX 2 - 3 6 2 5

The other Hope men also ran
well. Vern Sterk was handicapped by a knee injury which kept
him out of two meets early in
the season, but he came back to
place in later meets. Mike Laughlin, a promising freshman, was
sidelined for a while with bronchitis. Dirck DeVelder, another
fine freshman runner, missed the
Adrian, Kalamazoo, and MIAA
meets because of a pulled leg
muscle. The other runners, Al
Osman, Al Hoffman, Bruce Welmers, and Dave Maris were able
to run in every meet.
Hope loses only two men,
Sherri Shaffer and Dave Maris,
through graduation. They will
be missed, but coach Daryl
Siedentop has a good nucleus for
his 1962 squad.

